Reeds Weybridge RFC Senior Section Update Concerning
Playing Matters & Subscriptions
Playing Matters
Unfortunately, it now seems clear, in the absence of any formal update from
Surrey, that there will be no meaningful 15 a side version of the game for the
rest of this season. That said we still harbour hopes of being able to train in a
meaningful way and it is possible that we will be able to organise,
with teams from within our LSW2 mini league, some form of competitive
10 / 7 aside rugby.
Whilst this is disappointing for all of us, the senior committee is now firmly
focused on:
- making the most of the rest of this season (whatever that means),
- getting ready for what we would expect to be a normal season in
September pre-empted by a good pre-season, and;
- establishing a full touring agenda over the coming seasons - with tours to
Guernsey & the US West Coast targeted.
Indeed, for season 2021-22 we already know our ‘fixture card’ will remain
unchanged from this season with our first game being against Away Old Tiffs
so we shouldn’t lack for any motivation!
In summary, plenty to look forward to beyond the next few months!

Subscriptions
This brings us onto the topic of subs for the current season. In the interests of
prioritising the financial stability of the Club as a whole including a continued
ability to invest for the
future as we have done this season in new facilities (like the weights room),
great coaching,
pitch preparation and so on we must collect all subs in full.
This means that the full subscription of £260 for the season remains due.
Ultimately it is your Club, and we need you to show your support by making
your payment where this has not already happened.
In return for your financial support, we are committed to reviewing subs for the
2021-22 season armed with a clear understanding of the Club’s overall finances.
We are also committed to ensuring that those players whom have already paid
full subs are not disadvantaged. To that end any outstanding subs for this season
MUST be paid in full before the start of next season i.e., prior to the formal start
of pre-season training. If you are unsure how much you owe, or wish to arrange
a payment plan please contact Jes (jisaacs@agtpoortman.com or 07815 737741).
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Payment of subs should be into the following account: ORRFC Int Ticket Account,
Account number: 81384430, Sort code: 40.18.02.
Please quote reference: YOUR SURNAME / SENIORS RWRFC.
Thank you for your ongoing support.
Reeds Senior Committee
(Nige Connell, Ed Peters, Jes Isaacs, Simon White, Mark Vargo, & Mark Sukiennik).

